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Equestrian Blues in the West Village 

 
 “The girl who buys Celine, the guy who wears Supreme, but they’re together, they share 

a closet, their high-low match mirrors Off-White’s vision of the world” (Baron, 2016). In Milan, 

on May 22, 2018, one will see Virgil Abloh upcoming Fall/Winter 2018 was inspired by 

equestrians, pale blues, and sexy sporty.  

 

 The show kicks off with models dressed in pattern inspired by equestrian riders that 

shaped their bold hourglass figure with cotton blouses paired up making it contrast one another. 

All models will be sporting a piece of Off-White’s latest collection on “West Village” Style. One 

will see an equestrian pale blue theme on jumpsuits, jumpers, pants, dresses to boots in Fall/ 

Winter 2018. By the looks of it, Off-White has the wild west coming to the West Village of New 

York City.  
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 As the final model exited the runway, appeared dressed in a natural blush made out of 

silk satin, creating this sense of flow as she took her last steps to finalize the show. The models 

created a scenery of a family portrait on the staircase displayed at the end of the runway show. 

The melody playing in the background gave a sense of tranquility as Virgil Abloh jogged his 

way to the middle of the platform, thanking his audience. Virgil expressed gratitude for the 

models by thanking them and running off stage. Models are dressed up as females set to take a 

horse and ride off into the West Village in style with either jumpsuits made out of thick durable 

material, or a metallic that clearly showed off the medieval rider of modern times. Some models 

appeared to have corset outfits that framed their silhouette just right. Sticking to nature themed 

colors and pastel blues are a clear indication that these themes will be a big hit in the fall/winter.  

 

 Virgil Abloh story tells not your typical evening through the West Village. His take on a 

classic like equestrian riding and converting it into a modernize story taken place in a modern 

city like Manhattan. Riding into the fields of the city sporting a fresh and natural ride into 

Fall/Winter 2018. 
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